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Abstract. Ketogenic diets have the potential to lower glucose 
availability to cancer cells. However, the effect that the 
resulting increase in ketone bodies has on cancer cells is not 
fully understood. The present study explored the effect of 
β‑hydroxybutyrate (BHB) on glucose‑deprived MCF‑7 and 
T47D breast cancer cells. Cell proliferation was decreased 
in response to lower glucose conditions, which could not be 
rescued consistently by 10 or 25 mM BHB supplementation. In 
addition, gene expression levels were altered when cells were 
glucose deprived. Reducing glucose availability of cancer cells 
to 225 mg/l for 4 days significantly decreased the expression of 
113 genes and increased the expression of 100 genes in MCF‑7 
breast cancer cells, and significantly decreased the expres‑
sion of 425 genes and increased the expression of 447 genes 
in T47D breast cancer cells. Pathway enrichment analysis 
demonstrated that glucose deprivation decreased activity 
of the Hippo‑Yap cell signaling pathway in MCF‑7 breast 
cancer cells, whereas it increased the expression of genes in 
the NRF2‑pathaway and genes regulating ferroptosis in T47D 
breast cancer cells. Treatment of glucose‑deprived cells with 
10 or 25 mM BHB significantly changed the expression of 
14 genes in MCF‑7 breast cancer cells and 40 genes in T47D 
breast cancer cells. No significant pathway enrichment was 
detected when glucose‑deprived cells were treated with BHB. 
Both cell lines expressed the enzymes (OXCT1/2, BDH1 and 
ACAT1/2) responsible for metabolizing BHB to acetyl‑CoA, yet 
expression of these enzymes was not altered by either glucose 
deprivation or BHB treatment. In the publicly available The 

Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA), increased expression of ketone 
body‑catabolizing enzymes was observed in various types of 
cancer based on mRNA expression z‑scores. Increased expres‑
sion of BDH1 and ACAT1 significantly decreased overall 
survival of patients with breast cancer in TCGA studies, while 
decreased OXCT1 expression non‑significantly decreased 
overall survival. In conclusion, neither MCF‑7 nor T47D breast 
cancer cells were affected by BHB during glucose depriva‑
tion; however, screening of tumors for activation of ketone 
body‑metabolizing enzymes may be able to identify patients 
that will benefit from ketogenic diet interventions.

Introduction

The energy metabolism of cancer cells and breast cancer cells 
in particular is different than that of most non‑proliferating 
epithelial cells (1,2). This altered energy metabolism, variously 
termed the Warburg effect or aerobic glycolysis, is character‑
ized by breast cancer cells importing vast amounts of glucose 
from the blood, metabolizing it through the glycolysis pathway 
and releasing most of the produced pyruvate as lactate. While 
this type of metabolism is found in certain anaerobic organ‑
isms and temporarily under hypoxic conditions in mammalian 
cells, it is a permanent feature for almost all cancer cells, even 
in the presence of sufficient oxygen levels, hence ‘aerobic’ 
glycolysis. The discovery of this peculiar effect has been made 
almost a century ago (3), however its potential for therapeutic 
exploitation has only recently started to be elucidated. In 1995, 
Nebeling and colleagues (4) placed two pediatric patients with 
advanced astrocytoma on a low carbohydrate diet, with the idea 
to reduce the availability of glucose to the cancer cells. Both 
patients went into remission and remained progression‑free 
while on the diet. While a small case study, it indicated that 
glucose deprivation through dietary adaptation (ketogenic 
diets or low‑carbohydrate diets) could be detrimental to tumor 
and be useful for cancer patient treatment. Ketogenic diets 
are characterized by replacing the almost all calories from 
carbohydrate with lipids and protein, with calories from carbo‑
hydrates as low as 5% of total calories (5). These diets are 
used clinically to treat refractory epilepsy, obesity, and type‑2 
diabetes (6‑8). This leads to hepatic activation of ketone body 
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production as alternative fuel primarily for the central nervous 
system, ketone bodies however can be used by all cell types as 
metabolic fuel (9). Since the 1995 case study report ketogenic 
diets have been trialed for their effect against tumors in both 
mouse and human studies with varying results (10‑13). In vitro 
studies have mainly focused on the role of ketone bodies, 
specifically β‑hydroxybutyrate (BHB) as a treatment of cancer 
cells under regular glucose conditions (14,15). They show 
similar discrepancies as clinical studies in that some show no 
effect on breast cancer cell behavior (15,16), while others do 
demonstrate reduced survival or metabolic changes in cancer 
cells (17,18). However, if breast cancer cells artificially express 
enzymes for ketone body metabolism, they are able to survive 
and even thrive in low glucose conditions (19). Similar effects 
were observed in glioblastoma patients that failed to respond 
to ketogenic diet interventions. Their tumors had developed the 
ability to metabolize ketone bodies (20). Even if ketone bodies 
are not metabolized for energy, recent research demonstrates 
that BHB may also act as a signaling molecule that could 
potentially have other effects on breast cancer cells besides 
being an inert metabolic substrate (21). Since ketogenic diets 
are increasingly used in clinical practice for adjuvant cancer 
treatment, there is a need to better understand how cancer cells 
react when confronted with ketogenic environments.

Here we present the results of exposing luminal‑A type 
breast cancer cells MCF‑7 and T47D (22) to ketogenic environ‑
ments. As such we reduced glucose exposure to these cells to 
5% of their usual amount and supplemented with up to 25 mM 
BHB. We examined the breast cancer cell's rate of proliferation 
and analyzed gene expression changes under these conditions.

Materials and methods

Cell culture. Human breast cancer cell lines MCF‑7 (cat. 
no. HTB‑22) and T47D (cat no. HTB‑133) were purchased 
from the American Tissue Culture Collection (ATCC) 
and routinely maintained in DMEM (Gibco; Thermo 
Fisher Scientific, Inc.) with 10% FBS (Atlanta Biologicals; 
R&D Systems), 2 mM glutamine (Gibco; Thermo Fisher 
Scientific, Inc.) and 50 ng/ml gentamycin (Lonza Biologicals). 
Human breast epithelial cells MCF‑10A (cat. no. CRL‑10317) 
cells were purchased from ATCC and routinely maintained in 
DMEM/F‑12 Medium (Gibco; Thermo Fisher Scientific, Inc.) 
supplemented with 5% Horse Serum (Sigma‑Aldrich; 
Merck KGaA), 10 µg/ml human insulin (Sigma‑Aldrich; 
Merck KGaA), 0.5 µg/ml hydrocortisone (Sigma‑Aldrich; 
Merck KGaA) 20 µg/ml human epidermal growth factor 
(Invitrogen; Thermo Fisher Scientific, Inc.), 100 ng/ml cholera 
toxin (Sigma‑Aldrich; Merck KGaA), 50 ng/ml gentamycin 
(Lonza). Sodium β‑hydroxybutyrate was purchased from 
Sigma‑Aldrich; Merck KGaA. Cell lines were incubated 
at 37˚C humidified 5% CO2‑supplemented air. Cell lines 
were routinely maintained in 75 cm2 tissue culture flasks with 
filtered lids (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Inc.) and sub‑cultured 
when reaching approximately 80% confluence. Cell cultures 
were inspected daily for visible contamination and consistent 
growth rates. After purchase from ATCC, cell lines were 
maintained exclusively within the research group and handled 
by qualified researchers. The cell culture facility is only acces‑
sible to qualified researchers and does not maintain HeLa cells. 

Cell stock were stored in a locked designated cryo‑vessel and 
inventory records were maintained including clear labeling of 
cryo‑tubes and flasks with full cell line name, date, passage 
number and initials of the researcher. Trypsin (0.25%) (Gibco; 
Thermo Fisher Scientific, Inc.) was maintained in 10 ml 
aliquots at ‑20˚C in sterile 15 ml falcon tubes (Thermo Fisher 
Scientific, Inc.). Fetal bovine serum (R&D Systems) was main‑
tained in 50 ml aliquots at ‑20˚C in sterile 50 ml falcon tubes 
(Thermo Fisher Scientific, Inc.). Cells were routinely main‑
tained in mycoplasma suppressing antibiotic gentamycin and 
prepared medium was used for a maximum of three weeks. 
Experiments on cell lines were performed within 25 passages 
of receipt from ATCC.

Cell proliferation. In 96‑well dishes, 5x103 cells were plated 
in 100 µl of regular DMEM and incubated overnight. After 
removing all medium, cells were treated with decreasing 
glucose concentrations [4.5, 2.25, 1.5, 1., 0.75, 0.5, 0.225, 
0.125, 0 (all in g/l)] alone, or in combination with 10 or 25 mM 
BHB for either 48 or 72 h. Four hours prior to analysis, cells 
were supplemented with 1 mg/ml MTT (Thermo Fisher 
Scientific, Inc.) solution. After finalizing the indicated treat‑
ment periods, all media was removed from the wells and 
200 µl DMSO (Sigma‑Aldrich; Merck KGaA) was added to 
each well. After incubating the plates at room temperature 
for 15 min with gentle shaking, absorbance of each well was 
read at 540 nm using a BioRad Mark plate reader. For MCF‑7 
and MCF‑10A at least three experiments with six replicates 
for each treatment were performed, while a single experiment 
with six replicates for each treatment was performed for T47D 
cells.

In 10 cm dishes, 105 MCF‑10A breast epithelial cells or 
MCF‑7 breast cancer cells were plated and treated for 18 days 
with regular DMEM and either 225 mg/l glucose or 225 mg/l 
glucose with 10 or 25 mM β‑hydroxybutyrate (BHB). Medium 
and treatment conditions were renewed every four days. Cells 
were counted every day using Trypan Blue exclusion counts. 
Cells were observed with a Nikon Microscope and brightfield 
pictures were captured at x40 magnification daily. Experiments 
were performed in duplicates for a total of three experiments.

RNA sequencing. In 10 cm dishes, 1x106 MCF‑7 or T47D 
breast cancer cells were incubated in regular DMEM medium 
or treated with 225 mg/l (5% of glucose in regular DMEM 
medium) alone or in combination with 10 mM BHB or 25 mM 
BHB for four days for a total of two experiments. Then total 
RNA was extracted using Qiagen's RNeasy Mini Kit (Qiagen) 
and submitted for RNA sequencing using Psomagen's mRNA 
sequencing service, which included library development and 
delivered in excess of 6x106 150 bp pair‑ended reads per sample 
(Psomagen Inc.). We performed two independent experiments 
for each cell line and treatment condition.

RNA sequence analysis. After obtaining sequences, abun‑
dances were quantified from raw fastq files and mapped 
against human Ensembl v96 transcriptomes pre‑indexed 
files using Lior Pachter's kallisto (23). Abundance files were 
analyzed using Bioconductor's DESeq2 (version 1.28.1) 
package for R (24). Data quality control was established 
using Bioconductor's principal component analysis (PCA) to 
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detect variance within samples. PCA results are displayed as 
two‑dimensional graphs showing contribution of the highest 
component variance in each sample comparison. Results 
were reduced for expression changes of over 1.5‑fold and 
analyzed for false discoveries as previously described (25). 
P‑adjusted values of <0.05 were considered to be statistically 
significant. We used Bioconductor version 3.11 (26,27) and 
R version 4.0 (28) on RStudio version 1.3.959.

Gene ontology and over representation analysis. Gene 
ontology analysis was performed using the WikiPathway 
package (29) for R and further processed for pathway 
enrichment (30) in Cytoscape version 3.8.0 (31), using a hyper‑
geometric test with a Benjamini‑Hochberg false discovery 
rate correction (32). A P‑value of less than 0.05 was used to 
identify enriched pathways. Selected pathways that had been 
identified were visualized using WikiPathway (33) or using 
clusterProfiler for pathway visualization (34).

Comparison of catabolic ketone metabolism enzymes in The 

Cancer Genome Atlas. We queried The Cancer Genome Atlas 
(TCGA) PanCancer Atlas studies at cBioPortal (cBioPortal.
org) (35,36) for expression of BDH1, OXCT1, and ACAT1 
genes encoding enzymes for catabolic metabolism of ketone 
bodies. This returned 32 studies with 10,953 patient samples. 
Additionally, we selected the Breast Invasive Carcinoma 
(TCGA, PanCancer Atlas) database and plotted mRNA 
expression levels (high: Above 1.5‑fold; low: Below ‑1.5‑fold 
expression based on mRNA expression z‑scores relative to all 
samples, with a z‑score threshold of ±2.0) of BDH1, OXCT1 
and ACAT1 against overall survival.

Statistical analysis. Cell proliferation data from MTT assays 
are presented as bars representing interquartile range including 
the observed median (horizontal line). Whiskers represent 
highest and lowest observed values. Outliers detected by 
Tukey's method are shown in each graph if present.

Cell proliferation data were analyzed by two‑way ANOVA, 
followed by Holm‑Sidak post‑hoc corrections to test for 
statistical differences of survival of each condition (control; 
25 mM BHB) at any glucose concentration compared to 
regular glucose concentration of 4.5 g/l. Cell proliferation data 
were also analyzed using multiple t‑tests with Holm‑Sidak 
corrections for multiple analyses to test for statistical differ‑
ences between non‑BHB and BHB treated samples at every 
glucose concentration. Cell proliferation data in Fig. S1 are 
presented as the mean of two independent experiment with six 
replicates. Error bars represent standard deviation. Cell prolif‑
eration data in Fig. S1 were analyzed for statistical differences 
between each BHB concentration and control using Dunnett's 
corrections following two‑way ANOVA for T47D cells and 
MCF‑7 cells and Tukey correction following one‑way ANOVA 
for MCF‑10A cells. Cell count data (Fig. 1G) are presented 
by means of three experiments with two replicates per experi‑
ments. Error bars were omitted for clarity. Cell count data were 
analyzed by multiple t‑tests using the Holm‑Sidak method to 
determine statistical significance for count differences between 
all three experimental conditions on each day (control; no 
glucose no BHB; no glucose 25 mM BHB). A P‑value of <0.05 
was considered statistically significant. Statistical analysis was 

performed using GraphPad Prism software v.8.4.3 (GraphPad 
Software, Inc.). Statistical analysis of the RNA sequencing 
workflow was integrated into the DESeq2 analysis as previ‑
ously described (24). Kaplan‑Meier curves were drawn to 
compare overall survival in patients with breast cancer where 
tumors express high or low mRNA levels of BDH1, OXCT1 
or ACAT1. A log rank test was used for detection of statistical 
differences of patient survival data was performed using cBio‑
Portal built‑in analysis. A P‑value of <0.05 was considered 
statistically significant.

Results

Ketone bodies are tolerated by breast cancer cells. We 
performed kill curves of BHB on all cell lines of up to 
200 mM using MTT assays (Fig. S1). No significant impact 
on cell proliferation was observed for BHB concentrations 
of up 25 mM, which was chosen as the highest BHB treat‑
ment concentration, while 10 mM BHB corresponds to a high 
physiological level of BHB in medically therapeutic uses of 
ketogenic diets (37).

Ketone bodies do not rescue breast cancer cells during 

glucose deprivation. MCF‑7 and T47D breast cancer cells 
and MCF‑10A breast epithelial cells were incubated in 
decreasing glucose concentrations with 25 mM BHB for 
48 h or 72 h (Fig. 1A‑F). Cell proliferation decreased in both 
cell lines with decreasing glucose concentrations. For MCF‑7 
cells, cell proliferation significantly decreased after reducing 
glucose concentrations to 1 g/l and below glucose concentra‑
tions of 250 mg/l when compared to proliferation at 4.5 g/l 
glucose after 48 h. When supplementing with 25 mM BHB 
cell proliferation decreased significantly after treatment 
with 2.25 g/l glucose and below compared to proliferation 
at 4.5 g/l glucose and 25 mM BHB after 48 h. There was no 
significant difference in cell proliferation between not BHB‑ 
and BHB‑supplemented MCF‑7 cells at any of the different 
glucose treatment concentrations (Fig. 1A). Cell proliferation 
significantly decreased after treatment of MCF‑7 cells with 
reduced glucose of 250 mg/l and below compared to prolif‑
eration at 4.5 g/l glucose after 72 h. When supplementing 
with 25 mM BHB cell proliferation decreased significantly 
after treatment with 500 mg/l glucose and below compared 
to proliferation at 4.5 g/l glucose and 25 mM BHB after 72 h. 
We observed a significant difference in proliferation between 
not‑BHB‑ and BHB‑supplemented MCF‑7 cells after treat‑
ment with 1 g/l glucose (Fig. 1B).

For T47D cells, cell proliferation significantly decreased 
after reducing glucose concentrations below 750 mg/l when 
compared to proliferation at 4.5 g/l glucose after 48 h. When 
supplementing with 25 mM BHB cell proliferation decreased 
significantly after treatment with 1 g/l glucose and below 
compared to proliferation at 4.5 g/l glucose and 25 mM BHB 
after 48 h. There was a significantly higher levels of cell 
proliferation in BHB‑supplemented T47D cells compared to 
not‑BHB‑supplemented cells at very low glucose concentra‑
tion (0 g/l and 125 mg/l) (Fig. 1C), indicating that BHB may 
be metabolized by these cells when there is no glucose present. 
Cell proliferation significantly decreased after treatment of 
T47D cells with reduced glucose concentrations of 1 g/l and 
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below glucose concentrations of 250 mg/l when compared to 
proliferation at 4.5 g/l glucose after 72 h. When supplementing 
with 25 mM BHB cell proliferation decreased significantly 

after treatment with 2.25 g/l glucose and below compared 
to proliferation at 4.5 g/l glucose and 25 mM BHB after 
72 h. Conversely to 48 h treatments, there was significantly 

Figure 1. Cell proliferation analysis in glucose starved human cells. (A and B) MCF‑7, (C and D) T47D human breast cancer cells and (E and F) MCF‑10A 
human breast epithelial cells were incubated in decreasing amounts of glucose alone (blue) or in the presence of 25 mM BHB (red) for (A, C and E) 48 h or 
(B, D and F) 72 h. Bars represent interquartile range including the observed median (horizontal line). Whiskers represent highest and lowest observed values. 
Outliers detected by the Tukey‑method are indicated by blue circles and red squares for not‑BHB‑ and BHB‑supplemented cells, respectively. *Indicate 
significant difference of the respective treatment [not‑BHB supplemented (blue); BHB supplemented (red)] between the glucose concentration it is associated 
with and the respective cell proliferation level observed at 4.5 g/l glucose as calculated by two‑way ANOVA followed by Holm‑Sidak post hoc corrections for 
multiple comparisons. †Indicate significant difference between not‑BHB‑ and BHB‑supplemented cells at the specific glucose concentration as calculated by 
multiple t‑tests with Holm‑Sidak method corrections. Significant levels: */†P<0.05; **P<0.01; ***/†††P<0.001. (G) MCF‑7 breast cancer cells were incubated in 
regular high‑glucose DMEM medium (green), in glucose depleted DMEM medium (red) or in glucose depleted medium supplemented with 25 mM BHB (blue) 
for up to 18 days. Line graphs represent mean cell count of two independent experiments. Error bars for standard deviation were omitted for clarity. There 
were no significant differences in proliferation at any time‑point. (H) Brightfield pictures at x40 magnification of MCF‑10A human breast epithelial cells after 
18 days of exposure to glucose deprivation with or without BHB supplementation. BHB, β‑hydroxybutyrate.
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lower proliferation in BHB‑supplemented cells compared to 
not‑BHB supplemented cells at all glucose treatment condi‑
tions of 2.25 g/l and below (Fig. 1D).

We were interested if extending the incubation time beyond 
72 h would demonstrate adaptation of the breast cancer cells 
to the ketogenic environment as a reflection of the transition 
period observed during ketogenic diets in patients. When 
using cell counts, we did not find any significant difference 
between treatment conditions and control (Fig. 1G).

For MCF‑10A cells, cell proliferation significantly 
decreased after reducing glucose concentrations below 
2.25 g/l when compared to proliferation at 4.5 g/l glucose 
after 48 h. When supplementing with 25 mM BHB cell prolif‑
eration decreased significantly after treatment with 1.5 g/l 
glucose and below compared to proliferation at 4.5 g/l glucose 
and 25 mM BHB after 48 h. There was a significantly higher 
levels of cell proliferation in BHB‑supplemented MCF‑10A 
cells compared to not‑BHB‑supplemented cells at glucose 
concentration of 1 g/l and below (Fig. 1E). Cell proliferation 
significantly decreased after treatment of MCF‑10A cells 
with reduced glucose concentrations of 2.25 g/l and below 
when compared to proliferation at 4.5 g/l glucose after 72 h. 
When supplementing with 25 mM BHB cell proliferation 
was significantly decreased after treatment with 750 mg/l 
glucose and below compared to proliferation at 4.5 g/l 
glucose and 25 mM BHB after 72 h. Complementary to 
48 h treatments, there was significantly higher proliferation 
in BHB‑supplemented cells compared to not‑BHB supple‑
mented cells at all glucose treatment conditions of 2.25 g/l 
and below (Fig. 1F).

When treatment times of MCF‑10A breast epithelial cells 
was extended to 18 days we observed that glucose depriva‑
tion decreased proliferation, but the BHB supplementation 
increased proliferation and cell size (Fig. 1H). This indicates 
that non‑cancerous epithelial cells can metabolize ketone 
bodies such as BHB and would be able to survive under 
ketogenic conditions.

Differential gene expression in low glucose environments. 

We performed RNA sequencing analysis on MCF‑7 and T47D 
breast cancer cells and compared treatments in three pairs 
per cell line. The first comparison examined the effect of low 
glucose conditions on gene expression changes in breast cancer 
cells without BHB supplementation compared to cells grown 
in normal (4.5 g/l) glucose concentrations. We observed that 
for MCF‑7 breast cancer cells 221 genes had at least 1.5‑fold 
difference in expression and less than 0.05 p‑adjusted value 
and 1182 genes for T47D breast cancer cells (Fig. 2E and F). 
Both comparisons showed distinction between the treatment 
methods based on PCA (Fig. 2A and B). Comparison between 
the two cell lines demonstrated that there are almost five times 
as many genes that show differential expression in T47D 
breast cancer cells compared to MCF‑7 breast cancer cells, 
while the ratio of up‑ and down‑regulated gene expression 
is similar in both cell lines (MCF‑7 100 genes up, 113 gene 
down; T47D 447 gene up and 425 down). Unsupervised cluster 
analysis demonstrated gene expression changes in MCF‑7 
and T47D breast cancer cells (Fig. 2C and D). Volcano plots 
between differences in expression levels and significant show 
high levels of expression changes with relatively low levels 

of significance in MCF‑7 cells (Fig. 2E), while T47D cells 
demonstrate higher levels of significance on the expression of 
several genes (Fig. 2F).

Differential gene expression in low glucose environments 

with BHB treatment. Next, we examined the effect of 
BHB supplementation on gene expression in MCF‑7 and 
T47D breast cancer cells. The comparisons in this analysis 
were comparing either 225 mg/l glucose‑treated cells 
with 225 mg/ml glucose and 10 mM BHB‑treated cells, or 
225 mg/l glucose‑treated cells with 225 mg/ml glucose and 
25 mM BHB‑treated cells for both MCF‑7 and T47D cells. 
One of the samples for MCF‑7 breast cancer cells treated with 
5% glucose and 10 mM BHB failed during library creation, 
thus this treatment has only a single replicate (Fig. 3A). For 
MCF‑7 cells we observed 163 differentially expressed genes 
after treatment with 10 mM BHB (Fig. 3E) and 177 differ‑
entially expressed genes after treatment with 25 mM 
BHB (Fig. 3F). Since we did not observe any ontological 
clustering for MCF‑7 glucose deprived breast cancer cells 
treated with 25 mM BHB (Fig. 4), the 25 most upregu‑
lated (Fig. 3I and J) and downregulated (Fig. 3M and N) genes 
are displayed. In total we observed 14 differentially expressed 
genes with BHB treatment in both 10 and 25 mM BHB treated 
groups (Fig. 3Q). Metabolically interesting is the increased 
expression of PRPSAP2, which codes for a protein associated 
with ribosyl‑phosphate production (38).

For T47D cells we observed 156 differentially expressed 
genes after treatment of glucose deprived cells with 10 mM BHB 
(Fig. 3G) and 394 differentially expressed genes after treatment 
with 25 mM BHB (Fig. 3H). Despite the number of changes in 
genes expression, similar to MCF‑7 cells, there were no clusters 
identified in glucose deprived T47D cells following treatment with 
wither 10 or 25 mM BHB. The 25 most upregulated (Fig. 3K and L) 
and downregulated (Fig. 3O and P) are displayed. In total we found 
40 differentially expressed genes with BHB treatment in both 10 
and 25 mM BHB treated groups (Fig. 3R).

Glucose deprivation increases expression of HIPPO pathway 

inhibitors. When we performed gene ontology, in MCF‑7 cells 
genes that were significantly increased in expression associated 
with the Hippo‑Yap signaling pathway (Fig. 4A) after glucose 
deprivation (comparison 1), while down‑regulated genes were 
not associated with any pathway. Interestingly gene ontology 
analysis also indicated that genes that were upregulated when 
glucose starved cells were compared to those supplemented 
with 10 mM BHB (comparison 2) returned the Hippo signaling 
pathway (Fig. 4B), however only one gene (LATS1) was respon‑
sible for this result. Since we did not find the same results 
after treatment with 25 mM BHB (comparison 3), we did not 
follow up on this discovery. We downloaded the WikiPathway 
No. WP4540 to Cytoscape and superimposed the results from 
comparison 1 for MCF‑7 cells. Glucose deprivation of MCF‑7 
breast cancer cells lead to a decrease in Hippo signaling due 
to the higher expression of LATS2 and the reduced expression 
of YAP1 and TAZ (Fig. 4C). Additionally, several members of 
pathways interacting with the Hippo pathway are identified 
as being differentially expressed in glucose deprived MCF‑7 
cells such as TEAD1, and the reduced expression of members 
of the AMPK pathway.
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Glucose deprivation activates ferroptosis in T47D breast 

cancer cells. In T47D breast cancer cells, gene ontology 
indicated different pathway involvements for comparison 1 
between normal glucose and low glucose treatments. Genes 
with increased expression after glucose deprivation clus‑
tered around the NRF2 pathway, regulation of ferroptosis 
and unfolded protein response (Figs. 4D and 5A). Within 
differentially regulated genes around the NRF2 pathway 
there is increased expression of SLC2A1, the gene coding 
for the glucose transporter GLUT1 as well as other members 
of the solute carrier family (SLC5A3, SLC6A9, SLC3A2, 
SLC7A11). Additionally, several genes regulating ferrop‑
tosis showed increased expression, indicating that T47D 
cells may be susceptible to this unusual cell suicide pathway 
following glucose deprivation. Genes that showed decreased 
expression after glucose deprivation are primarily involved 
in cell cycle control and DNA replication (Figs. 4E and 5B). 
This is in line with the finding of decreased proliferation 
in Fig. 1D and E.

Expression of enzymes that catalyze ketone body catabolism 

in MCF‑7 and T47D cells and patient samples. Ketone body 
catabolism transforms BHB to Acetyl‑CoA for immediate 
oxidation in the TCA cycle (Fig. 6A). The enzymes respon‑
sible for this process are BDH, OXCT and ACAT, with 
OXCT being the rate limiting step in the process. When we 
extracted the expression results of these genes, we did not find 
any significant difference in their expression with any treat‑
ment (Table SI). Using fragments per kilobase per million 
mapped reads (FPKM) to provide a means of comparing 
expression levels, OXCT1 expression is higher in MCF‑7 
cells than in T47D cells and vice versa for BDH1 expression. 
In cBioPortal 32 studies with samples from 10953 patients 
were selected spanning 32 cancer sites and queried for 
gene expression of BDH1 (Fig. 6B), OXCT1 (Fig. 6C), and 
ACAT1 (Fig. 6D). All genes showed high expression levels 
in all queried cancer types. Testicular cancer samples were 
consistently the lowest expressing samples for all three genes. 
Interestingly, liver cancer samples showed high expression 

Figure 2. RNA sequencing analysis of MCF‑7 and T47D breast cancer cells after glucose deprivation. Principle component analysis of (A) MCF‑7 cells and 
(B) T47D) cells. Unsupervised clustering analysis and heatmap of differentially expressed genes in (C) MCF‑7 and (D) T47D cells after glucose deprivation. 
Volcano plot of differentially expressed genes in (E) MCF‑7 cells and (F) T47D cells. Vertical dotted lines indicate borders for genes with 1.5‑fold expression 
change; horizontal dotted line indicates P‑value of 0.05. BHB, β‑hydroxybutyrate.
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of BDH1 and ACAT1, but the lowest expression of OXCT1. 
Meanwhile renal cell carcinoma patient samples consistently 
showed high expression among all three genes. Among all 
patient samples though BDH1/2 and OXCT1/2 enzymes tended 
to be co‑expressed (Table SII). Genetic or chromosomal muta‑
tions of either BDH1 (624/10953), or OXCT1 (377/10953), 
or ACAT1 (173/10953) in patient samples was a rare occur‑
rence (Fig. 6B‑D).

Next, we selected the Breast Invasive Carcinoma (TCGA, 
PanCancer Atlas) database in cBioPortal and queried the 
database for gene expression levels of above 1.5‑fold or below 
‑1.5‑fold change based on mRNA expression z‑scores relative 
to all samples. Low and high expression of BDH1 (Fig. 6E), 

OXCT1 (Fig. 6F), and ACAT1 (Fig. 6G) were plotted against 
overall survival. High expression of BDH1 or ACAT1 was 
significantly correlated with lower survival, while there was 
no significant difference in survival between low and high 
OXCT1 expressing breast cancer tumors. In fact, there is 
a non‑significant trend to higher survival for patients with 
tumors overexpressing OXCT1.

Discussion

Metabolic alterations during cancer etiology are essential for 
carcinogenesis and have been identified as an emerging hall‑
mark of all cancers (39). At the time of writing there are four 

Figure 3. RNA sequencing analysis after 10 mM BHB or 25 mM BHB treatment of glucose deprived MCF‑7 and T47D breast cancer cells. Principle compo‑
nent analysis of (A and B) MCF‑7 cells and (C and D) T47D cells treated with (A and C) 10 mM BHB or (B and D) 25 mM BHB compared to cells treated 
with 225 mg/l glucose. Volcano plot of differentially expressed genes in (E and F) MCF‑7 cells and (G and H) T47D cells treated with (E and G) 10 mM BHB 
or (F and H) 25 mM BHB compared to cells treated with 225 mg/l glucose. Vertical dotted lines indicate borders for genes with 1.5‑fold expression change; 
horizontal dotted line indicates P‑value of 0.05. Highest fold change of differentially expressed genes in (I, J, M and N) MCF‑7 cells and (K, L, O and P) T47D 
cells treated with (I, K, M and O) 10 mM BHB and (J, L, N and P) 25 mM BHB compared to cells treated with 225 mg/l glucose; Graphs are separates by 
(I‑L) significantly upregulated or (M‑P) significantly downregulated gene expression. Genes that are significantly differentially expressed in (Q) MCF‑7 cells 
and (R) T47D cells in both 10 mM BHB and 25 mM BHB treatments. BHB, β‑hydroxybutyrate.
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clinical trials registered at clinicaltrials.gov that resulted from 
a query of ‘breast cancer’ and ‘ketogenic diet’ and seven trials 
when queried for ‘breast cancer’ and ‘low carbohydrate’. This 
demonstrates that dietary intervention trials for the treatment 
of breast cancer is of interest. The molecular actions of ketone 
bodies on breast cancer cells during low glucose have not been 
elucidated. This is important because breast cancer cells may 
start metabolizing ketone bodies, instead of their preferred 
fuel glucose, under these conditions. In the presented study we 
aimed to determine the effects of BHB, the main circulating 
hepatic ketone body during starvation or ketogenic diets, on 
two breast cancer cell lines in low glucose conditions.

Reduction in glucose availability decreased proliferation 
in breast cancer cells. Similarly, glucose restrictions affected 
breast cancer cells in vitro in long term glucose deprivation 
experiments (40). We did not observe any changes in cell 
proliferation when breast cancer cells were treated with BHB 
in low glucose conditions (Fig. 1G). For breast cancer cells it 
was observed that BHB treatment decreased cell proliferation 
further than glucose deprivation alone. The only exception 
was for T47D cells with 125 mg/l or 0 g/l glucose after 48 h 
treatment. However this effect was no longer observed when 
treatment times were extended to 72 h. Similar results were 
observed for BT20, BT474, HBL100, MCF‑7, MDA‑MB 231, 

MDA‑MB 468, and T47D breast cancer cells under hypoxic 
conditions (15). Glucose deprivation may be useful in reducing 
the growth of breast tumor and a ketogenic approach can be 
utilized for this purpose since breast cancer cells do not seem 
to increase proliferation in high ketone body environments. It 
can also be concluded that this effect is specific to cancer cells, 
since treatment of MCF‑10A breast epithelial cells showed 
higher proliferation with BHB supplementation than without 
during glucose deprivation.

In MCF‑7 breast cancer cells, we found that genes with 
decreased expression clustered around the Hippo‑Yap cell 
signaling pathway when glucose was removed from the 
medium. Interestingly pathway enrichment analysis demon‑
strated that LATS1/2 was further decreased in expression 
when we compared 10 mM BHB with no BHB supplemen‑
tation in glucose deprived MCF‑7 breast cancer cells. The 
Hippo‑Yap pathway is a conserved pathway involved in organ 
growth originally discovered in Drosophila. This pathway is 
a kinase cascade that is activated by G‑protein coupled recep‑
tors which results in Merlin/NF‑2 activation. The signal is 
further transduced through SAV1‑MST1/2 complexes (human 
ortholog to Drosophila's Hippo) and LATS1/2 before ending 
in inactivation of YAP/TAZ transcription factors. When active 
these translocate to the nucleus and dimerize with TEAD1/2 or 

Figure 4. Gene ontology, over representation analysis and pathway enrichment analysis. (A) MCF‑7 cells enrichment after glucose deprivation and (B) after 
treatment with 10 mM BHB compared to cells treated with 225 mg/l glucose alone. (C) WikiPathways regulating Hippo signaling (WP4540) overlaid with 
fold‑change differentially expressed genes in MCF‑7 cells after glucose deprivation compared to cells grown with 4.5 g/l glucose (blue, downregulation; 
red, upregulation). (D) Over representation analysis results for significantly higher expressed genes in T47D cells after glucose deprivation and (E) for signifi‑
cantly lower expressed genes. BHB, β‑hydroxybutyrate.
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other co‑activators (41). It has been implicated in cancer growth 
and includes the known tumor suppressor gene NF‑2 (42) and 
implicates a TEAD1 mutation in excessive lesions retina and 
optical nerve leading to a rare autosomal dominant disease 
called Sveinsson's chorioretinal atrophy (SCRA) (43). The 
Hippo pathway transcription factor targets YAP/TEAD 
have recently been found to accumulate in the nucleus of 
trastuzumab resistance HER2‑positive breast cancer patient 
samples (44). Additionally, YAP activation was implicated in 
FAK mediated development of triple‑negative breast cancer 
cells (45). Metabolically the inactivation of the Hippo pathway 
is involved in maintaining and mediating glucose metabolism 
in breast cancer cells (46‑48). Based on our findings and the 
supporting literature the Hippo pathway may be involved in 
mediating the aerobic glycolysis phenotype at least in MCF‑7 
breast cancer cells.

In T47D breast cancer cells glucose deprivation increased 
gene expression of genes associates with the NRF2‑Ferroptosis 
axis. Ferroptosis is a recently discovered pathway of 
programmed cell death driven by iron‑dependent lipid 
peroxidation and distinct from other forms of apoptosis. Cell 
death is caused by iron mediated lipid reactive oxygen species 
accumulation exceeding the cell's antioxidant defenses (49,50). 
Activation of ferroptosis following glucose deprivation in 
breast cancer cells has not been shown previously and the 
mechanistic induction is open to speculation. However, several 
approaches have been used to induce ferroptosis in pancre‑
atic cancer cells (51), hepatocellular (52), and breast cancer 
cells (53).

One way in which ferroptosis can be activated is through 
the NRF2 pathway, which our data indicates is activated in 
response to glucose deprivation in T47D breast cancer cells. 

Figure 5. Pathway enrichment analysis of (A) significantly higher expressed genes and (B) significantly lower expressed genes in T47D cells after glucose deprivation.
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Indeed, previous studies found that NRF2 protein levels 
increased in glucose deprived T47D breast cancer cells and 
knockdown of NRF2 impaired survival during glucose depri‑
vation (54). Thus, it may be possible that glucose deprivation 
activated NRF2 signaling as a protective measure against 
increased autophagic flux, while simultaneously increasing 
ferroptosis.

In glucose deprived breast cancer cells treated with different 
levels of BHB we did not find any pathways associated with the 
treatment. We propose this as another incremental evidence 
that breast cancer cells do not or cannot utilize ketone bodies 
for their metabolic functions and support the use of ketogenic 
diets in cancer therapy.

T47D and MCF‑7 breast cancer cells were chosen for this 
analysis since both are luminal A breast cancer subtype and it 
was expected that their reaction to glucose deprivation would 
be similar. However, T47D cells reacted by significantly 
changing 1182 genes compared to 221 genes for MCF‑7. 
Additionally, MCF‑7 cell's proliferation remained at ~50% 
without any glucose for up to 72 h (Fig. 1A). When the incu‑
bation time was extended up to 18 days, MCF‑7 cells showed 
no difference in proliferation between any of the treatment 
groups (Fig. 1G). Compared to T47D cells, MCF‑7 cells are 
therefore more resistant to glucose deprivation and it can be 
suggested that they are utilizing an alternative metabolic 
fuel. Our results rule out that MCF‑7 cells utilize BHB as 

Figure 6. Expression of enzymes responsible for catabolic metabolism of ketone bodies in cancer patient samples. (A) Schematic overview of catabolism of 
ketone bodies BHB and acetoacetate in neural and peripheral tissues. (B‑D) Log2‑fold gene expression in 32 different cancer sites of (B) BDH1, (C) OXCT1, 
and (D) ACAT1. Each dot represents the expression level of a single patient. Colors represent gene or chromosomal mutations as labelled in each figure. Cancer 
studies are ordered by median expression within each study. A total of 10,953 patient samples are represented in these graphs. (E‑G) Gene expression levels 
of above 1.5‑fold or below ‑1.5‑fold change based on mRNA expression z‑scores relative to all samples are represented from breast cancer patients only and 
plotted against overall survival for (E) BDH1, (F) OXCT1 and (G) ACAT1.
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fuel and we suggest that the alternative could be glutamine. 
We retained glutamine in the medium, since most ketogenic 
diets do not include reduction in protein intake and may even 
promote increased protein intake in order to increase satiety 
and palatability of ketogenic diets (55). In other works, 
glutamine deprivation of MCF‑7 cells resulted in decreased 
proliferation and increased apoptosis (56,57), supporting 
this assertion. It was also observed that genes coding for 
enzymes able to metabolize ketone bodies to acetyl‑CoA are 
expressed in our breast cancer cells (Table SI) and that patient 
samples indicate decreased survival in patients with tumors 
expressing high levels of BDH1 and ACAT1. Thus while 
the breast cancer cells in this study are not utilizing BHB 
as energetic substrate, the inherent ability of cells to sustain 
energetic requirements through a number of different meta‑
bolic fuels mandates fuller investigation into the metabolic 
patterns that breast cancer cells display before engaging in 
therapeutic interventions. It may be catastrophic to alter diets 
of cancer patients that inadvertently provide their tumors 
with a metabolic fuel, including glutamine and BHB, they 
are adapted to consume.

We aimed to elucidate the gene expression changes that 
occur when breast cancer cells are adapting their metabolism 
to a ketogenic environment and are required to use BHB as 
an energetic metabolite. However, some of the observed gene 
expression changes may be due to a secondary function of 
BHB, i.e. its ability to act as a signaling molecule (21,58,59). 
While the signaling ability of BHB has primarily been demon‑
strated to activate the starvation response, it is possible that 
BHB may have effects on breast cancer cells independently 
of its role as energetic substrate, which may explain some of 
the changes we have observed. This may in part explain why 
a substantial number of genes were differentially expressed 
in glucose deprived cells treated with BHB, without demon‑
strating any known cell signaling pathway involvement.

In conclusion, glucose deprivation through ketogenic diets 
may provide a useful tool in battling breast cancer. Similar 
to a recent study (15), we did not observe any effect of BHB 
on cell proliferation in breast cancer cells, suggesting that 
breast cancer cells are unable to use BHB as a fuel to drive 
proliferation. However, it may be necessary to screen patients 
for the presences of ketone catabolic enzymes OXCT1/2, 
BDH1/2, and ACAT1/2, which show increased expression in a 
variety of patient samples. A ketogenic diet may be disastrous 
for this subgroup of patients. Additionally, further research is 
required to understand the different responses we observed in 
just two breast cancer cell lines to glucose deprivation. This 
heterogeneity in breast cancer cells will likely impact the 
ongoing clinical trials using ketogenic diets and possibly lead 
to dismissing ketogenic diets for cancer treatments, when there 
might be a substantial subgroup of patients that will benefit 
from this intervention.
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